DISCOVERY
Surfactant Soap Detergent

Type of Product

DISCOVERY is a liquid detergent designed exclusively for use in hotels and motels. Used with alkali builder. Leaves fabrics soft; avoids stiffness associated with most detergents.

Where to Use

- In hotels and motels which desire superior quality with natural softness. For specific effectiveness on makeup. For the cleanest toweling with fresh fragrance.

Features

1. DISCOVERY is unusually effective on makeup.
2. Exceedingly versatile combination of detergent agents highlighting natural soaps and synthetic surfactants.
3. Controlled effective sudsing action.
4. Emulsifies wide range of makeup, hair and body soils.
5. DISCOVERY leaves natural softness in fabrics.
6. Fortified against effects of hard water.
7. Lubrication of fibers shortens extraction time.
8. Special organic solvents for variety of makeup bases.

Color: Golden

For specific usage instructions, please contact your local U.N.X. Territory Manager. After a comprehensive survey of your operation, a customized procedure will be developed.